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Arena Etiquette
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Left shoulder to left shoulder:
Always try to ride in the same direction. If this isn't possible pass left shoulder to left shoulder.
Slow on the inside, fast on the outside:
Slower riders should stay to the inside while faster riders can stay to the outside.
Clean Up:
Clean up manure that your animal has left behind in the arena, tie area and parking area. Put away all obstacles
in their designated place.
Announce your Intentions:
Tell other riders what you plan to do.
Be courteous and work together:
Users should be doing similar things, if possible. Ask other users for permission before setting up obstacles or
lunging in open riding times. Be respectful.
Mount out of the way: Mount and dismount in the center and out of the way.
Cue Quietly:
Voice commands should be done quietly and away from other users.
Youth under the age of 8 must wear an impact resistant helmet. Appropriate footwear is recommended.
Reasonable control of your animal must be demonstrated at all times:
Animals that are creating an unsafe environment may be refused access to the arena or facility.
Minors under the age of 16 must be accompanied by an adult.
* No Dogs * No Alcohol * No Smoking
All horses to be tied in designated tie areas only:
Signs indicating specific tie areas ….
Cost Conscience:
The last person to leave the arena is responsible for turning off all lights and closing doors.
Use Agreement:
All equine service providers and users wishing to rent/ utilize the arena are required to acknowledge the use
agreement of the facility before providing any equine service or being granted access to the facility.
Mistreatment of animals will not be tolerated:
Inhumane or mistreatment of any livestock is not permitted. Abuse can include excessive spurring, jerking,
whipping, handling or any other act intended to cause injury to the animal.
Self Police:
Please ensure that your fees are paid before you ride.
Equipment Use:
You are not permitted to use any equipment inside or outside the arena unless otherwise granted permission.
Video Surveillance:
Be advised that you are under video surveillance while using the Teepee Creek Agricultural Events Centre.
Teepee Agriculture Events Center committee members have discretion on all arena etiquette rules. If
persistent violation of posted signs and etiquette occurs than we reserve the right to refuse your utilization
of the facility.

Facility Tour
Arena Use including Entrances:
Member understands that they are permitted only to ride on the arena surface. Horse door entrances are
clarified.
Cleaning Tools and Dump Station:
Member understands that they are to pick up their animals manure in the arena and tie areas. All tools must be
put back in their place when they are finished.
Obstacles:
Member understands location of barrels, poles and any other obstacles. Member also understands they must
be put back in their place when finished.
Cattle Handling Systems:
Location and use of cattle and handling systems.
Parking Areas:
Specific areas for parking of trucks vs. trucks & trailers
Other areas of the facility including washrooms, meeting rooms, mezzanine, lighting control, sound system
and video board

